The Detroit Symphony Orchestra Fellowship Program was created in its current form in 1990. The Fellowship Program is designed to enhance both the career development of African-American orchestral musicians and the diversity of professional orchestras. It provides the opportunity to perform with the Detroit Symphony Orchestra during the 2020-2021 Season. Alternate weeks not spent playing in the Orchestra are spent in a schedule of individual coaching, mentoring, and mock auditions.

The DSO Orchestra Fellowship audition will be available to any orchestra instrument (excluding Bass Trombone, Tuba, and Harp)

APPLY NOW

• Deadline for preliminary records: MONDAY, DECEMBER 2, 2019
• Live finals on stage at Orchestra Hall in Detroit: Monday, March 9, 2020. Travel assistance will be provided.
• Salary information, including lesson & travel stipend details, along with application and repertoire is available at dso.org/fellowship
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